
Project Statement
My challenging toxic subject is the molecule. Not any particu-
lar nanoscale unit of potentially hazardous substance, nor any 
particular substance in the aggregate. Rather, I am interested 
in the material and historical grounds for the peculiar idea 
that molecules and only molecules may be the proximate 
causes of (chemical) toxicity. The origins of this history lie in 
visualization: the late 19th century convention (much the 
same today) of representing chemical substances using doo-
dles of letters, representing atoms, and lines, representing 
bonds. The principle of toxin-as-chemical-as-molecule came 
about through the transformation of such doodles into �xed 
chemical names and notation. This molecular vocabulary or-
dered the chemical world for the convenience of chemists 
and, especially, the synthetic chemicals industry. I would like 
to reverse this process. By foregrounding the contingency of 
the molecule as toxic agent, I wish to open space for remap-
ping environmental toxicity along dimensions new and for-
gotten, such as that of 19th century Alsatian chemist Charles 
Gerhardt, for whom chemicals were beings “de�ned by their 
metamorphoses, that is, by their past or by their future."

Caption
This is a pairing of two images, one copied from a chemical jour-
nal article published in 1938, one a photograph of manuscript 
material from an archive. The main image depicts the editorial 
o�ces of Chemical Abstracts, circa 1938. In this image, “index 
workers” are engaged in compiling an annual or decennial 
index of the publication. In the early 20th century, the new spe-
cialization of "literature chemistry," demanding considerable 
chemical expertise, presented professional opportunities 
seized by chemists belonging to groups marginal in lab-based 
chemical occupations—most prominently, women. The inset 
image, my photograph of a manuscript page produced circa 
1960, depicts a notation designed by an information entrepre-
neur to apply mechanical and digital tools to the sort of work 
illustrated in the main images. It exempli�es an e�ort to shift 
the social location of judgment and expertise from people inti-
mately engaged with a speci�c database to machine—and 
algorithm—makers.

Design Statement
This image documents a shift in information processing prac-
tice. My intention in juxtaposing these images is to direct his-
torical and ethnographic attention to the situated practic-
es—including especially bureaucratic practices—through 
which the simplicities, complexities, and uncertainties of envi-
ronmental toxicity are constituted. Ethnographers and histori-
ans can and should ask what knowledge and what social rela-
tions, embodied in both people and artifacts, lie behind their 
databases and visualization methods. Training our vision on 
easily-overlooked legal de�nitions, information technologies, 
administrative procedures, clerical labor, and nomenclature 
conventions can help shed light on why toxic subjects get 
visualized in the ways they do.
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